Welcome!

We are excited to join you on your team journey! Come along with us as we guide you through the CARGO CONNECT™ challenge.

Team Members:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6.

I'm Jacob!

I'm Max!
Come on!
Let's go!

Team Journey

Explore the challenge

Explore, create, test, and share as you go through the sessions

Learn about Core Values

Create team model

Design team poster

Celebrate at an event
Let's explore how cargo is transported to places all over the world.

Let's think of ideas for different ways to transport cargo.

Share your ideas, your team model, and what your team has learned with others.

Let's explore how cargo is transported to places all over the world.

Let's create a team model showing how cargo is sorted and transported to its destinations.

We explore new skills and ideas.

We respect each other and embrace our differences.

We use creativity and persistence to solve problems.

We are stronger when we work together.

We apply what we learn to improve our world.

We enjoy and celebrate what we do!

Use the Core Values to guide your team through your journey.

Have lots of FUN as you develop new skills and work together.

Draw or write an example of your team demonstrating each Core Value when directed in the sessions!